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Abstract

Background: Manufacture of platelet concentrates (PCs) and plasma may fail

to remove all residual red blood cells (rRBCs). Measuring rRBCs for compli-

ance to guidelines has proven challenging, leading to an absence of a consen-

sus methodology. Sysmex hematology analyzers with the Blood Bank mode

(BB mode) analysis option offer the potential for automated rRBC counting.

We therefore performed a two-site appraisal of the system.

Study Design and Methods: Performance characteristics were determined

using platelet and plasma samples spiked with RBCs. Sample stability (n = 47)

and the impact of sample type were also assessed. Components (platelets,

n = 1474; plasma, n = 77) prepared using different routine manufacturing

methods were tested to assess variation in rRBC concentration.

Abbreviations: BB mode, Blood Bank mode; BC, buffy coat; BFs, body fluids; CDL, Component Development Laboratory; CI, confidence interval;
CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CV, coefficient of variation; EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; hsA, high-sensitivity analysis; IBTS, Irish Blood
Transfusion Service; LOD, limit of detection; LOQ, limit of quantitation; NHSBT, National Health Service Blood and Transplant; PAS, platelet
additive solution; PCs, platelet concentrates; PPD, Department of Product and Process Development; QC, quality control; QM, quality monitoring;
rRBCs, residual red blood cells; rWBCs, residual white blood cells; SBB, Sanquin Blood Bank; TACSI, Terumo Automated Centrifuge and Separator
Integration; WB, whole blood.
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Results: Linearity studies up to 19 000 RBCs/μL demonstrated good correla-

tion between expected and observed results (R2 ≥ 0.9731), and flow cytometric

results also correlated well with BB mode (R2 = 0.9400). Precision analysis

gave a limit of quantitation of 6 to 7 RBCs/μL, and carryover was 0.03%.

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and plain tube results were not significantly

different (P ≥ 0.10), and samples were stable up to 24 hours. Apheresis PCs

produced at two sites had lower rRBC concentrations (medians, 17 and

13 RBCs/μL) than those produced with the buffy coat method either manually

(median, 681 RBCs/μL) or with the automated Terumo Automated Centrifuge

and Separator Integration process (median, 81 RBCs/μL). All PCs failing visual

inspection as having RBCs ≥4000 RBCs/μL were also detected by the

BB mode.

Conclusion: The BB mode had acceptable performance characteristics and

has the potential for integration into a fully automated process control system

for rRBC enumeration in plasma and PCs.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Blood component manufacturing processes for platelets
and plasma may fail to remove all contaminating red
blood cells (RBCs). These residual RBCs (rRBCs) can
potentially lead to clinical complications such as reac-
tions due to ABO blood group incompatibility or
alloimmunization to Rh antigens.1 ABO-related reactions
may be minimized by hospitals having policies to maxi-
mize compatible transfusions, while Rh immunization
may be avoided by similar policies combined with the
appropriate use of anti-RhD prophylaxis.2

Although hospital practices reduce risks associated
with transfusion of rRBCs, blood services are required to
use manufacturing processes designed to minimize levels
of rRBCs and to perform quality monitoring (QM) to
ensure regulatory compliance. Guidelines for acceptable
levels of rRBCs in platelet or plasma components vary by
jurisdiction. For example, in accordance with European
Union legislation, UK guidelines state that before freez-
ing, fresh frozen plasma should contain less than
6000 RBCs/μL. However, there is no requirement to mea-
sure RBC contamination in platelet concentrates (PCs).3,4

For operational reasons, however, blood services may
reduce rRBC levels below those stated in the guidelines.
For example, use of pathogen inactivation technologies
may require less than 4000 RBCs/μL before treatment.5

Furthermore, although confounding factors make it diffi-
cult to define the critical RBC levels able to induce
alloimmunization,6 it may be below the 6000 RBCs/μL

guideline, meaning that manufacturers may aim to reduce
levels to as low as is practically possible. A recent study
characterizing liquid plasma calculated that approximately
800 RBCs/μL may result in primary immunization to D.7

Measuring rRBC levels to ensure compliance has been
a challenge as the concentrations are too low for enumera-
tion by routine hematology analyzers. Consequently, sev-
eral alternative approaches have been described. Manual
visual inspection of components is used, with some blood
services developing visual assessment guides,8 which
reflect that rRBC levels give an observable redness in PC
color. For example, both National Health Service Blood
and Transplant (NHSBT) in England and Sanquin Blood
Bank (SBB) in the Netherlands use a visual guide to iden-
tify PCs and plasma needing to be discarded due to rRBC
levels exceeding their guidelines. However, these methods
based on the use of color charts are subjective and cannot
discriminate low levels of rRBCs. More quantitative but
still manual techniques using counting chambers are per-
formed by other organizations.9 Limitations of both visual
inspection and manual counting led to the development of
flow cytometric approaches for measuring rRBCs, but
there is still no consensus or reference methodology for
rRBC enumeration.1,10–12

Interest in the use of hematology analyzers to count
rRBCs was renewed by the latest generation of instru-
ments being able to count low levels of cells in body
fluids (BFs). Assessment of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
analysis mode on an ADVIA 120 hematology analyzer
(Siemens, Berlin, Germany) found that although sample
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predilution was required for counting of rRBCs, the assay
met the required performance characteristics.13

The Sysmex XN series of analysers (Sysmex Corp.,
Kobe, Japan) also includes an option for low-level cell
counting in BFs that has been reported as giving compa-
rable results with microscopy, although limitations were
noted with levels of RBCs in BFs less than 1000 cells/
μL.14 This analysis mode has also been described as being
suitable for rRBC enumeration in leukoreduced plasma,
with satisfactory performance at 6000 RBCs/μL, although
it was unsuitable for counting residual white blood cells
(rWBCs).15

Further development of BF analysis on the Sysmex
analyzer led to a new research mode, called high-
sensitivity analysis (hsA) in which sample analysis vol-
ume was increased, and erythrocytic cells were measured
on a dedicated flow cytometric RBC channel. This gave a
lower limit of quantitation (LOQ) for RBC in CSF of
10 cells/μL.16

It was possible that the high concentration of platelets
and plasma in blood components when compared with
BF would impact on the detection levels for residual cells
using the hsA mode. Thus, Sysmex developed the Blood
Bank mode (BB mode), which maintained the hsA mode
features but modified the gating strategy for optimal

detection of residual cells in blood components and intro-
duced automated mixing and sampling before analysis.
This BB mode has been described as a potential alterna-
tive to flow cytometry for rWBC enumeration17 but also
offers the ability to simultaneously count rRBCs in both
plasma and PCs.

The aims of our multisite study in three countries were
to characterize fully for the first time the performance of
the BB mode for rRBC enumeration, and to subsequently
assess the variation in rRBC levels in PCs and plasma
generated by different routine manufacturing processes.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Sysmex BB mode uses flow cytometric measure-
ments of light scatter to count rRBCs in blood compo-
nents. Initial assessment of performance characteristics
was performed by both NHSBT and SBB, with specifi-
cally prepared samples spiked with calculated concentra-
tions of RBCs. A selection of samples were also tested in
parallel by flow cytometry at SBB. Subsequently, rRBC
levels were measured in PC and plasma components,
manufactured in routine production environments
(Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 Schematic of assessment protocol. Performance characteristic testing performed at (A) NHSBT CDL with use of the BB

mode; and (B) Sanquin with use of the BB mode and flow cytometry. Routine manufactured components tested at (C) NHSBT CDL and

Manchester with the BB mode; and (D) Sanquin with the BB mode. n = numbers of samples collected and tested
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2.1 | Blood components

Components from NHSBT were manufactured according
to UK guidelines.3 Both plasma and pooled buffy coat
(BC)-derived platelets suspended in platelet additive solu-
tion (PAS) were obtained from manual processing of
whole blood (WB). Apheresis machines (Trima Accel,
Terumo BCT, Surrey, UK) were used to generate both
leukoreduced PCs suspended in plasma and plasma
alone.

Components from SBB were manufactured according
to Council of Europe guidelines.4 Apheresis machines
(Trima Accel, Terumo BCT; and MCS+, Haemonetics
Corp., Braintree, Massachusetts), were used to manufacture
leukoreduced PCs suspended in PAS and plasma alone.

The Irish Blood Transfusion Service (IBTS) produced
pooled BC-derived PCs in PAS, according to Council of
Europe guidelines,4 with use of the Terumo Automated
Centrifuge and Separator Integration (TACSI) system, as
previously described.18

2.2 | Hematology analyzers

Cell counts on ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
WB samples and BCs used for spiking experiments were
obtained with an XN-1000 analyzer (XN-20 model, soft-
ware version 22.11, Sysmex UK) based at the Component
Development Laboratory (CDL) at NHSBT Cambridge,
and on a XT2000i analyzer (Sysmex Netherlands) in the
Department of Product and Process Development (PPD)
at SBB, Amsterdam.

Testing of spiked samples to determine the perfor-
mance characteristics of rRBC BB mode analysis, such as
linearity, precision, and carryover, were performed with
use of the BB mode on the XN-1000 analyzer at the CDL.
Samples were collected into plain tubes without anticoag-
ulant (Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, North Carolina), tested
within 10 hours of preparation, and mixed by manual
inversion only, a maximum of eight times immediately
before testing (Figure 1A). PPD performed linearity stud-
ies with samples in EDTA tubes (Becton Dickinson,
Utrecht, Netherlands), tested within 5 hours, and mixed
first by manual inversion and then automatically on an
XN-1000 (XN-10 model, software version 22.13) using the
BB mode (Figure 1B).

Validation using routine manufactured components
utilised the BB mode on the XN-1000 in CDL, XN-2000
(dual XN-10 format, software version 22.10) within the
manufacturing department at NHSBT Manchester
(Figure 1C) and the XN-1000 at PPD, SBB (Figure 1D).

Analyzer performance was monitored using the man-
ufacturer's quality control (QC) material.

2.3 | Flow cytometric enumeration
of RBCs

Additional rRBC analysis was performed by the SBB QC
department with a flow cytometer (FACSCalibur, Becton
Dickinson) and the BD Plasma Count kit,12 which
according to the instructions for use is suitable for cou-
nting up to 3000 RBCs/μL in plasma (Figure 1B).
FACSCalibur performance was monitored with poly-
methylmethacrylate beads (Calibrite beads, Becton
Dickinson).

2.4 | Linearity studies

Two units of apheresis PCs and three WB-derived plasma
units were tested at NHSBT CDL (Figure 1A). These
components were spiked with ABO and D-compatible
WB and subsequently serially diluted to generate calcu-
lated concentrations of 6000 to 6 RBCs/μL for platelet
samples, and 4000 to 1 RBCs/μL for plasma samples. One
dilution series per unit was produced. Inherent rRBCs in
components were measured with the BB mode, and the
values were taken into account when determining the
expected rRBC value in spiked components.

Eight units of apheresis plasma were tested by PPD,
SBB (Figure 1B). These components were centrifuged for
30 minutes at 2800 g to produce cell-free plasma and spiked
with aliquots of BCs and subsequently serially diluted to
generate calculated concentrations ranging from 19 000 to
0 RBCs/μL. Two dilution series per unit were tested and
the results averaged. Aliquots of samples were also trans-
ported at ambient temperature to the QC department for
testing by flow cytometry, coordinated to occur at the
same time.

2.5 | Precision, limit of quantitation, and
carryover

At CDL, samples were prepared from WB-derived plasma
(n = 3) at 50, 25, 13, and 6 RBCs/μL, from BC-derived
PCs in PAS (n = 1) with a calculated concentration of
20 RBCs/μL, and apheresis PCs in plasma (n = 1) at 50,
25, 15, and 7 RBCs/μL. Ten aliquots were then made
from each sample and every aliquot tested once. Results
were used to determine within-run precision, with the
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mean concentration and coefficient of variation
(CV) being calculated. Results from the three WB-derived
plasma and apheresis PC samples were also used to
define the LOQ (Figure 1A), regarded as the lowest con-
centration at which the CV was 20% or less.16,19

Carryover, using three WB-derived plasma and two
platelet samples (one BC derived and one apheresis), was
assessed according to the appropriate guidelines
(Figure 1A).20 Briefly, a high sample of 4000 RBCs/μL
(H) was tested three times followed by aliquots of the
corresponding nonspiked components (L) and the

percentage carryover calculated with the formula (L1-L3)
/ (H3-L3) × 100.

2.6 | Limit of detection

Limit of detection (LOD) was assessed by testing three
WB-derived plasma samples (Figure 1A) spiked to give
calculated RBC concentrations of 25, 13, and 6 RBCs/μL
and tested to give 30 values at each cell concentration. The
mean and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated

FIGURE 2 Linearity studies. Linear regression of observed vs expected rRBC results. (A) Platelets, by the Sysmex XN-1000 BB mode;

and (C) plasma, by the Sysmex XN-1000 BB mode and flow cytometry. Graphs were expanded to show greater clarity for lower cell numbers

for (B) platelets, and (D) plasma. For all linearity graphs; the black solid line is the line of equivalence. (E) Results from Bland-Altman

analysis comparing PPD BB mode and flow cytometry data for plasma
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and compared with the corresponding values for non-
spiked plasma samples (n = 30). The LOD was defined as
the lowest concentration at which the 95% CI results did
not overlap with that of the nonspiked samples.21

2.7 | Validation with standard
components prepared in a routine
manufacturing environment

Within NHSBT Manchester, components were sampled
into EDTA and plain tubes (Greiner Bio-One) as previ-
ously described.17 Having been processed for routine
QM, with appropriate mixing, tubes with sufficient
remaining volume were manually inverted twice and
placed on the XN-2000 analyzer, for automatic mixing
and rRBC enumeration in the BB mode.

Paired EDTA and plain tube samples tested were
apheresis PCs (n = 1165), BC PCs (n = 99), apheresis
plasma (n = 68), and WB-derived plasma (n = 9). These
paired samples enabled potential issues associated with
sample type to be identified. In addition, 21 EDTA-only
samples from BC PCs that had been identified by visual
inspection as production failures due to high rRBC levels
were also tested. All testing was completed within
10 hours of component sampling (Figure 1C).

Plain tube BC PC samples (n = 50) that had under-
gone standard QM at the NHSBT Colindale site, North
London, were transported to CDL for testing. Forty-seven
of these were used to assess sample stability over time by
storing at ambient temperature and testing at approxi-
mately less than 12, 24, and 48 hours after component
sampling, the remaining three were found to have rRBC
levels greater than 4000 rRBCs/μL (Figure 1C).

Samples from IBTS PC components manufactured
with the TACSI process were collected into EDTA tubes.

Having undergone QM, 111 samples, one of which had
been identified by visual inspection as a production fail-
ure, were transported to CDL at ambient temperature
and tested in the BB mode within 48 hours of component
sampling (Figure 1C).

Apheresis PCs from Sanquin were routinely sampled
into EDTA tubes. Having been processed for QM with
appropriate mixing, samples (n = 75) were tested on the
XN-1000 using the BB mode within 8 hours of component
sampling (Figure 1D). Overall, samples underwent similar
mixing sequences to those at NHSBT Manchester.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed with computer software (PRISM ver-
sion 5; GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, California). The
BB mode results from plain and EDTA tubes were analyzed
with a two-tailed, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 95%
CI. The stability of sample BB mode results over time were
analyzed with use of a Friedman test with Dunn's Multiple
Comparison posttests. The correlation between expected
and measured results and flow cytometry and BB mode

TABLE 1 Precision analysis results of Sysmex BB mode using plasma and PC samples

Expected RBCs/μL

Plateletsa

Plasmaa Pooled BC Apheresis

Observed
RBCs/μLb CVc

Observed
RBCs/μL CV

Observed
RBCs/μL CV

50 54 8 –d – 52 8

20-25 30 10 22 12 24 12

13-15 15 15 – – 17 16

6-7 8 21 – – 7 16

aFor plasma n = 3, while for platelets n = 1 for each method of manufacture. Observed counts were corrected for inherent RBCs in nonspiked samples.
bRBCs/μL (average for plasma).
cCV (average coefficient of variation for plasma).
dNot tested.
Abbreviation: PC, platelet concentrate.

TABLE 2 LOD analysis results for the BB mode with use of

samples from plasma (n = 3)

Expected RBCs/μL

Observed RBCs in plasma

Mean RBCs/μL 95% CI

0 1.8 1.4-2.1

6 8.4 7.7-9.1

13 14.5 13.7-15.4

25 29.5 28.2-30.8

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; LOD, limit of detection.
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results was analyzed with linear regression; P values less
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Linearity

With use of the BB mode for apheresis PCs and WB-
derived or apheresis plasma, there was both excellent linear
correlation and good agreement between the expected and
observed RBC counts with R2 of 0.9798 or greater and best-
fit linear regression slope values of 0.933 or greater for all

cases over the full range of concentrations tested at CDL
and PPD (Figure 2A,C). As a concentration of 800 RBCs/
μL has been postulated as a limit for alloimmunization, the
correlation between expected and observed results at
800 RBCs/μL or less was examined and found to be excel-
lent, with R2 values of 0.9731 or greater and slope values of
0.933 or greater for all cases (Figure 2B,D).

With flow cytometry, there was a reasonable correla-
tion between expected and observed results with
R2 = 0.9628, slope = 0.732 over the full range of RBC con-
centrations tested, 3000 RBCs/μL or less (Figure 2C),
which improved when the range was limited to 800 RBC/
μL or less, R2 = 0.9830, slope = 0.905 (Figure 2D). Thus,

P P

FIGURE 3 PC BB mode results from plain and EDTA tubes, and rRBC failures. (A) The range of BB mode results from EDTA (clear

boxes) and plain tubes (spotted boxes), with values ≥6 and < 4000RBC/μL, taken from NHSBT Manchester paired apheresis PCs (blue box;

n = 998), Sanquin PPD apheresis PCs (red box; n = 71), NHSBT Manchester paired BC-PCs (green box; n = 99), and IBTS TACSI PCs

(orange box; n = 110). Boxes represent the 25 and 75 percentile values with the horizontal bar corresponding to the median value, the

whiskers the 2.5 to 97.5 percentile ranges and black full circles the outliers. (B) Regression analysis (red line) of paired EDTA and plain tube

data above the LOQ from NHSBT Manchester apheresis and BC PCs (n = 1097). (C) BC derived PCs (n = 25) identified by BB mode as

containing ≥4000 RBCs/μL
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there was an underestimation in measured flow cytometry
results, which increased as RBC concentration increased.
The manufacturer's instructions for use for the Plasma
Count kit states this phenomenon can be caused by agglu-
tination of RBCs and is observed at concentrations above
3000 RBCs/μL. Our results showed that this occurred at
lower RBC concentration than suggested, as when
expected results were greater than 300 RBCs/μL there was
an average underestimation of approximately 17%.

The flow cytometry and BB mode results correlated
well (R2 = 0.9400); however, Bland-Altman analysis up
to 3000 RBCs/μL reiterated the pattern identified in the
linearity analysis, with flow cytometry showing a bias of
underestimation that increased at higher RBC concentra-
tions (Figure 2E).

3.2 | Precision, LOQ, carryover, and LOD

Precision testing showed CVs for apheresis PCs and WB-
derived plasma of 8% at 50 RBCs/μL, which increased to
approximately 12% with BC and apheresis PCs at 20 to
25 RBCs/μL and a maximum of 21% at 6 to 7 RBCs/μL
(Table 1). The average CV% for combined plasma and PCs
at this concentration was, however, less than 20%, therefore
giving an overall average LOQ of 6 to 7 RBCs/μL (Table 1).

Carryover assessment for PCs and WB-derived plasma
showed an average value of 0.03% (range, 0%-0.15%).

Using three WB-derived plasma components, the
nonspiked samples gave an average count of 1.8 RBCs/
μL. The 95% CI values, however, did not overlap with the
values for 6 RBCs/μL, nor did any of the 95% CI values
for samples containing concentrations of 13 and
25 RBCs/μL overlap with each other, indicating an LOD
of at least 6 RBCs/μL (Table 2).

3.3 | Validation with standard
components produced in a routine
manufacturing department

Blood components were analyzed to compare the degree
of rRBC contamination occurring in components derived
from different manufacturing processes, to determine
potential variation in results according to the sample tube
type, and to assess sample stability over time.

3.3.1 | Variation in rRBC concentration
and impact of sample type

In total, 1598 components were tested (Figure 1), of
which 223 gave results below the previously identified

LOQ of 6 RBCs/μL and were therefore not included in
any further analysis.

Acquisition of PC data into EDTA tubes enabled com-
parison of the rRBC values across all three manufacturing
sites. The degree of rRBC contamination in the apheresis
PCs was similar between sites (NHSBT median, 17 RBC/μL
vs SBB median, 13 RBC/μL) and was less than observed in
NHSBT BC PCs (median, 681 RBC/μL). Notably, rRBC con-
tamination in BC PCs produced with use of the TACSI pro-
cess was reduced to a median of 81 RBCs/μL (Figure 3A).

From the 1325 apheresis and BC PCs that were less
than 4000 RBCs/μL, 1097 had paired residual counts
from both EDTA and plain tubes, which showed no signifi-
cant difference between their rRBC counts (P ≥ 0.1163;
Figure 3A).

Although results from both tube types correlated well,
it is worth noting that a small number of individual sam-
ples below approximately 200 RBCs/μL showed a bias
toward higher rRBC counts in EDTA tubes (analysis of
best-fit linear regression values obtained from Figure 3B
shows that the rRBC count in EDTA tubes was 3 when
the plain tube count was 0).

The BB mode identified 25 BC PCs with RBC counts
of 4000 RBCs/μL or greater. Interestingly, 4 (16.0%) of
these had not been initially identified as failures by visual
inspection but had counts between 4056 and 7516
rRBCs/μL (Figure 3C).

Of the 77 plasma units, 25 had paired quantitated EDTA
and plain tube samples (apheresis, n = 24; WB, n = 1),
these units had rRBC counts above the LOQ and all met

P
P

FIGURE 4 BB mode sample stability study. rRBC BB mode

results from BC PC component samples stored and tested on

multiple occasions over 48 hours (plain; n = 47). For illustration

purposes, numbers 1, 2 and 3 track individual samples at each time

point. ns = not significant, P > 0.05
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the NHSBT guidelines of less than 4000 RBCs/μL based on
their BB mode results. These plasma units demonstrated
similar rRBC counts irrespective of tube type (EDTA:
median, 10; range, 6-326; plain: median, 7; range, 6-567),
with no significant difference between them (P = 0.57).

3.3.2 | Sample stability over time

In 47 BC PCs with less than 4000 RBCs/μL, there was no
significant increase in rRBC count between the initial test
at less than 12 hours and the next test at 24 hours
(P > 0.05); however, the counts did increase significantly
when measured at 48 hours (P = 0.0016; Figure 4). The
magnitude of the increase, however, was relatively small
with the mean result of 929 RBCs/μL at less than
12 hours, only increasing to 946 RBCs/μL at 48 hours,
representing a less than 2% increase over that time.

4 | DISCUSSION

Blood services ensure that the levels of rRBC in non-RBC
components are kept to a minimum to maintain quality
and reduce transfusion-associated risks. Guidelines exist
for acceptable levels of rRBCs, but ensuring compliance
requires rRBC enumeration as part of QM process
control.

Although manual RBC counting by microscopy is
sometimes considered as a “gold standard,” its inherent
errors and limitations as a reference method, at least in
diagnostic work, have been known for many years.22,23

Flow cytometric methods may be an alternative, but the
requirement for specialist equipment and the problem of
RBC agglutination12 mean that the technology may not
be applicable to routine component manufacturing envi-
ronments. Thus, for many organizations, this lack of
appropriate technology means that levels of rRBCs are
monitored solely by visual inspection, ensuring that the
redness of a component is below a subjective limit.

Recent developments in hematology analyzers have
highlighted their potential for counting rRBCs in blood
components. Early studies, however, suggested that man-
ual sample processing steps could inhibit introduction
into routine automated QM processes.13 A study that
used the BF mode on the Sysmex XN-10 analyzer con-
cluded that it was suitable for rRBC counting in plasma
at a level of 6000 RBCs/μL, but manual mixing was
required and performance with PCs was not assessed.15

More recently, the Sysmex BB analysis mode on XN-
1000 analyzers has been described as a potential alterna-
tive to flow cytometry for rWBC enumeration in blood
components.17 This software also offers the potential for

fully automated rRBC enumeration in both plasma and
PCs, without any sample preparation. We therefore
carried out the first evaluation of this facility for rRBC
counting with components spiked with known concen-
trations of RBCs to assess performance and then mea-
sured the levels of rRBCs in components generated via
different manufacturing processes.

The assessment of linearity with use of spiked compo-
nents was performed independently by two blood
services, with spiked plasma tested by both NHSBT and
SBB and spiked PCs, both in PAS and plasma, tested by
NHSBT. Results demonstrated good concordance between
the outcomes from the individual site assessments, with
overall excellent linear correlation (R2 ≥ 0.9798) and
agreement between the expected and observed RBC
counts.

The BB mode also demonstrated good LOD/LOQ
values of 6 to 7 rRBCs/μL or less, which compares favor-
ably with those previously observed for flow cytometry
(<40 rRBCs/μL, CV 11.8%),1 and by the Advia 120 hema-
tology analyzer (CV <15% at <200 rRBCs/μL)13 and is
comparable to the 10 RBCs/μL value previously ascribed
to the Sysmex hsA mode for CSF analysis.16 It is possible
that use of components with confirmed absence of RBCs
and spiked concentrations less than 7 rRBCs/μL may
reveal lower LOD and LOQ values for the BB mode.

Although there is not a recognized reference method
for comparison with the BB mode, we used the Plasma
Count kit as an additional method for linearity assess-
ment, and the methods generated reproducible and
comparable data at RBC levels less than 3000/μL
(R2 = 0.9400). The previously described problem of flow
cytometry underestimating RBC concentrations as values
increase12 was also observed in our study but was not
seen with the BB mode. This emphasizes the suitability
of the BB mode as an option to quantitate rRBC levels in
plasma and PCs up to and above the levels required for
pathogen inactivation (<4000 RBCs/μL)5 and those men-
tioned in international guidelines (absence of red color,
<6000 RBCs/μL).3,4

Our study of manufactured components using the BB
mode showed that levels of rRBC in apheresis PC were
similar to those previously described1,9,13 and about
45-fold lower than in manually prepared BC PCs. This
reflects other studies that used different technologies,
which found that apheresis PCs had between 8- and
21-fold lower levels of rRBCs than BC PCs (Table 3). Our
data also showed for the first time that moving from
manually processed BC PCs to automated TACSI
processing further reduced rRBC levels, going from a
median value of 681 to 81 RBCs/μL. Our observation of
very low levels of rRBCs in plasma is also similar to other
studies (Table 3).
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BB mode analysis identified all components with
rRBCs of 4000/μL or greater that had been detected by
visual inspection, and notably detected others that had
not initially been observed visually. Overall, data pres-
ented here on rRBCs in routine manufactured PCs is the
largest published to date, owing to the limitations of
using other methods at large scale.

In contrast to our previous observations with rWBC
measurements with the BB mode,17 the sample tube type
did not significantly alter the measurements of rRBC in
either platelet or plasma components. At levels less than
200 RBCs/μL, however, there was an indication of some
anomalous readings. Furthermore, in initial precision
studies at less than 50 RBCs/μL, where tubes were repeat
sampled up to 10 times, higher CVs were obtained due to
counts increasing as the sampling increased. These obser-
vations may reflect artefacts induced by excessive mixing
or residual particles from rubber caps entering the tube.
Overall, further studies may identify and confirm poten-
tial preanalytical variables able to affect results, particu-
larly at levels of less than 200 RBCs/μL. Such testing will
also enable users to further assess performance character-
istics with use of their own reagents and components.

This is the first report on the use of the BB mode soft-
ware for the enumeration of rRBCs in both artificially
spiked and manufactured blood components. This two-
site assessment that used multiple component types dem-
onstrated that the BB mode on the XN-Series analyzer
can provide acceptable performance characteristics and is
able to identify components that should be discarded due
to their high levels of RBC contamination. In addition, its
ability to measure RBCs at levels far below current guide-
lines mean that it is also suitable for monitoring compo-
nent production processes designed to reduce rRBCs as
far as possible, perhaps even to a level that may reduce
the risk of causing RBC alloimmunization.

In summary, residual cell analyses for many blood
manufacturers is a mandatory QM test for components.
The BB software appears to have the potential to provide
a single-platform solution, with one sample for the simul-
taneous assessment of both residual WBCs and RBCs, at
the same time as measuring routine QM parameters such
as platelet count. Results from this initial work support
continued studies into the role of hematology analyzers to
further evaluate and validate their potential in optimizing
both component manufacturing and subsequent QM test-
ing processes.
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